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Include:

1.Decision tree

2.Neural network

3.Bayes classifier

4.Which is difficult to realize？



1.Decision tree

What is decision tree? How decision tree works?

Like a watermelon,it has several 

features such as color、stripe、

root ,etc.Through these

features,we can generally judge 

whether a good watermelon or 

not.From the picture beside,if the 

watermelon color is green,the

root is curve and the patting 

sound is not clear we consider 

this watermelon is good.



Create a decision tree(ID 3)

Calculate information entropy、information gain

In order to create the most suitable decision tree,we

should find out the best feature as the tree root node.



We need to calculate all features’ information entropy and information gain

Ent(color): 

Ent(root):

Selected as decision attribute



When we got the root ,need further calculation to get second decision attribute 

One of three attributes can be the decision one

And after calculation,finally get a decision tree.



Other method generate decision tree

C4.5 decision tree use Gain_ratio instead Gain to decide decision attribute

Select Gain(D,a) higher than average and max Gain_ratio(D,a) as decision attribute.

1  C4.5 decision tree

2  CART decision tree

CART decision tree use Gini_index instead Gain to decide decision attribute

In order to avoid overfitting problem,we use pruning to improve accuracy. 



Continuous attributes —— bi-partition

e.g.



Missing value
We give those not missing value a weight,and modify the function

e.g. Ent(color):



Decision tree application

Classify something like whether a product qualify or not

Bank pass the applicant of Credit Card or not

Auxiliary medical system



2. Neural Networks

What is neural networks?

Neural networks include three parts:

①Architecture

②Activity function

③Learning rule

Neural networks include single-layer network call

Perceptron and multi-layer networks



How neural networks works?

Activity function:

e.g. 



Error BackPropagation neural networks



Other parameters update:

An unsolved question: how accumulated error backpropagation works？

Sometime E traps into local minimum,but it is not the global minimum.

Solution:1.use another original value and start again,after serval trial,

select the minimum E.

2.use simulated annealing technology,every step has a rate to

accept a worsen result.

3.random Stochastic Gradient Descent.

4.genetic algorithms



Neural networks Application

①Image identification ②Voice Recognition



3. Bayes classifier

①Based on Bayesian decision theory Every sample probability is known

If h can minimize the conditional risk,

the total risk R(h) can reduce at the same time

If aim to minimize the error rate

So maximize P(c|x) can minimize the R(c|x)



Parameter P(c|x) need to be calculated,use Maximum Likelihood Estimation

set

But we usually use



Naïve Bayes classifier

Naïve bayes classifier adopt attribute conditional independence assumption.

So

Continuous attribute

In order to avoid missing some attribute,use Laplacian correction



e.g.

P(good)>P(bad),so this sample is good one



Semi-Naïve Bayes classifier

One-Dependent Estimator

Assume that every attribute depend on at most one non-class attribute.

To solve the problem,need to find out the parent.

If each attribute depend on the same attribute,

called Super-parent ODE like the model(b).

Model (c) Tree Augemented naïve Bayes is based

on maximum weighted spanning tree,at last simplify

Into tree.



Bayesian network

Use Directed Acyclic Graph to describe the relationship between attributes

And Conditional Probability Table display the joint distribution probability.

joint distribution

probability:

e.g.



Determine the structure

Method：
1.Create a moral graph

Add edges between all pairs of nodes having

a common child.

Remove all directions

2.Find out all conditional independent ralationship

Moral graph



Learning

① Determining the graphical structure 

② Determining the conditional probabilities

③ Define a score function to assess beyesian network

Minimal Description Length Criterion

Score function:



Gibbs sampling



Application

Auto classifier

words filter/corrector

Medical application

Rank system



4.Which is difficult to realize？



That’s all thank you!


